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Speech Analytics Solutions
For the Insurance Industry

• Boost Customer Engagement 
• Offer better Customer Service
• Enhance Business Outcomes



How it all started?

Oldest form of businesses-stemmed from the need for security 
of people and their assets.

Earliest known insurance dates back to 2250 BC – Babylonians 
developed it for their maritime businesses

First known Life Insurance was in 1536 — William Gybbons, 
London, was issued a term policy where his beneficiaries got £ 
400 upon his death

First insurance company created in 1667 – "The Insurance Office" 
by Dr. Barbon, behind London's Royal Exchange 

Current scenario - developing economies showing growth, the 
mature economies looking at recovery



Digitalization – edging towards Insurtech companies

Innovations  making the insurance industry  inch closer to being  “Insurtech” companies

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 

Automates repetitive tasks 
Reduces manual efforts
Improves services and compliance to 
save on costs

Internet-of-Things (IoT)

Helps auto insurers reduce their 
overall costs
Triggers damage correction and 
claims process 

Virtual Reality  (VR)

Helps understand real-life situations 
Enhances agent training 

Blockchain technology 

Helps insurers in underwriting
Eases claim management
Prevents potential fraud 



The Growth Story

Worldwide overall premium volumes 
likely to touch $5.53T in 2018  led by 

emerging markets in Asia

2017-2025 - emerging Asian markets to 
post 7.1% growth in Property-Casualty 

premiums, the matured markets of 
West Europe and North America to 

post 1.4% growth

Life Insurance - Emerging 
markets looking at 8.3% 

growth, North America at 
2.0% and Europe at 1.4%



The Challenges

Technology and 
Regulations 

requirements

Embracing new technology 

Harnessing Big Data

Shedding older practices

Cutting down on rates & profitability to sustain

Competition from newer Insurtech players



Service Delivery in Contact Centers

Understanding 
customer 

expectations 

Training agents to 
meet customer 

expectations

Claim processing 
errors due to 

miscommunications 
from agents 

The Challenges



Enhancing Customer 
Relationships

Falling customer satisfaction levels 

Increased customer churn-outs

Transparency and awareness on policies and claims 

The Challenges



The Solution

Decision Making

To achieve a “bionic” model that seamlessly combines human advisors and automated solutions.

Digital technology is likely to improve 
efficiency in:

Productivity

38% 36%

Some of the technological innovations 
bringing about major changes are:

Big Data Speech Analytics



Big Data

It has been realized that Big Data is more than just ‘educated 
guesses’. Decisions prescribed by Big Data Analytics are a blend of 
mathematics and statistical models designed to predict the most 
probable future trends.



Speech Analytics  

Go-to solution for insurers even as they look to mitigate challenges from the aforementioned 
quarters of technology, contact centers and customers. 



Impact of Speech Analytics

Helps insurers comprehensively capture and analyze the voice of the customer (VOC) which helps 
understand the root-causes for customer dissatisfaction and complaints.

Getting valuable 
customer insights

Understanding 
customer 

expectations

Improving customer 
satisfaction

Better business 
outcomes

Call analysis for



100% 
Capture and 
Analysis of 

Voice of 
Customer

Root-cause 
and 

Comprehen-
sive

Analysis

Valuable 
Customer 
Insights

Faster Time-
to-

Action

Better 
Business 

Outcomes

Benefits of Speech Analytics



The Benefits – Across Sectors

Outcomes experience by adopting Speech Analytics:

Life Insurance:
Reduced call backs
Reduced progress-chaser calls  
Achieved higher ROI 

Health Insurance:
Documented compliance requirements
Analyzed agent interactions
Identified instances of policy deviations  

Motor insurance:
Transformed claims operations 
procedures
Boosted outbound contact rates 
Shortened time-to-contact span

01 02 03



Why Embrace Speech Analytics?

Plays a pivotal role in assessing and addressing 
compliance mistakes and potential issues

Comprehensive analysis of customer calls, analyzing 
customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction

Analyzing interactions for information and insights on 
improvising up-selling and cross-selling

Enabling insurers to capture relevant data on competition and 
market from customer interactions 

Training agents and improving delivery quality with help of 
analytics  

Reducing call-backs and increasing call efficiency, thus 
optimizing on customer care costs



SA market analysis - $2.18 billion by 2022, 18.2% CAGR.

Speech Analytics helps Insurers capture key phrases and 
information such as Competitor Products, Pricing and Service 

mechanism, enabling insurers to do better.



The Speech Analytics Product 
from Uniphore
Helping contact-centers collect, mine, and analyze data 
registered through customer interactions



Power of auMinaTM

Analyzes 100% of 
interactions

Provides valuable insights 
on issues

Maps insurance customers 
accurately 

Enables a proactive customer 
approach 

Enables call bucketing 

Saves on costs by reducing setting-
up call-back percentage



Power of auMinaTM

Helps attain higher 
operational efficiencies 

Helps maximize sales 
Analyzes call duration vs 

sales conversion

Enables better training to 
agents

Improves on agent 
quality

Helps identify call drivers (such as –
new policy requirements, claims 

update, policy add-ons, amendments to 
policy terms, etc.) 



USP of auMinaTM

Widest language 
coverage :

Leading keyword 
spotting engine:

Over 80 International 
Languages (including 17 
Indian Languages) and 

multiple dialects

300+ customized reports 
with actionable insights

Detects Speech and Emotions 
with 95.16% accuracy

Completes Omni-
channel Analytics 

efficiently :

Pay-as-you-go 
Service 

Decreases CapEx
with SaaS-based 

delivery:

identifies, analyzes and 
predicts both problems & 

solutions

Provides Valuable 
Insights for Better 

Business Outcomes:



NEED HELP? TALK TO US

To know more about the business benefits of implementing 
auMina from Uniphore, reach out to Susheel at : 

susheel_ext@uniphore.com

To read more about how Speech Analytics can influence 
specific business outcomes in Insurance sector, CLICK HERE. 

https://goo.gl/hsxsfF


Uniphore Sofware Systems is a frontrunner in the Speech Recognition Technology and Virtual Assistant 
domains. It partners with over 70 enterprise clients and has over 4 million end users.

Uniphore was recognized by Deloitte as a Technology Fast 500 company in Asia Pacific in 2014 and was 
also ranked as the 10th fastest growing technology company in India by Deloitte Fast 50 in 2015.


